
"Mission comes first." These are the words of our President
and Founder, Master Certified Coach Julius Ordoñez. And
we live by this tenet of making coaching accessible to
everyone in everything that we do.

These words take form in the programs we offer to the
organizations we work with and the short workshops we
offer to the public to help build resilience, set goals,  and
transform lives through coaching. 

This month, we have reached another milestone in making
this mission a reality.  Because of the continuous challenges
that the pandemic is bringing to individuals and companies,  
we have launched Benchmark Coaching Advocacy. This
program is aimed to offer professional coaching services at
socialized rates so we can spread the transformational value
of coaching to smaller corporations and even to individuals.  

Together with Benchmark coach volunteers who are graduates of Benchmark Professional
Coaching Institute, Benchmark Coaching Advocacy is aimed to offer socialized coaching services
to LGUs, NGOs, small- and medium-sized enterprises, solopreneurs, families, youth, and individuals.
If you want to be a part of this advocacy and experience the power of coaching, send us an email
at info@benchmark-consulting.net and let us set new heights together.  

Here at Benchmark, we continue to advocate for the
professional development of our coaching graduates. 
Last April 23, our coaching graduates enjoyed a free
learning session with no less than Eileen McDargh, one of
the top Communications Experts (Global Gurus), Resiliency
Expert and author of the book, Burnout to Breakthrough.

We love to equip our graduates with professional 
and self-development programs that can help them
become the best version of themselves as they share the
gift of coaching to the world.
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TEAM COACHING
May 20-21, 2021

May 27-28, 2021

 

PEER COACHING IN THE WORKPLACE 
May 25, 2021

 

MENTORING WORKSHOP
June 24-25, 2021

 

COMMUNICATING WITH EMPATHY
June 15, 2021

 

ACCELERATED COACH TRAINING PROGRAM
June 3-4, 2021

June 10-11, 2021

COACHING SKILLS FOR LEADERS
June 29 - July 2, 2021 

THE POWER OF WE
July 7, 2021

BUILDING A COACHING CULTURE
July 29-30, 2021

INSIDE THIS ISSUE

Participants of Burnout to Breakthrough
learned how to develop new ways of thinking,
doing and being in this one-of-kind workshop

by the world-renowned resilience expert,
Eileen McDargh. 

We are honored to bring Eileen to help us
process the challenges of our current situation
and take control of our lives by creating
breakthroughs for ourselves. 

We, at Benchmark, want to see you succeed in
reaching your personal and professional goals
and we take this to heart every time we create
programs for YOU. Check them out at

www.benchmark-consulting.net. 

REFUEL, RECHARGE, AND RECLAIM WHAT TRULY MATTERS! 
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Benchmark facilitators with Eileen Eileen McDargh



At the same time, it is an opportunity for

Benchmark coach volunteers to

continuously enhance their coaching skills

through a group mentoring program by no

other than Master Certified Coach, Julius

Ordoñez, Asia's pioneering coaching expert

and Benchmark Consulting's President and

Founder. 

Here's what our the participants have to

say: 

Last April 23 and 27, Benchmark coach

volunteers gave free coaching sessions during

the COACHING FOR YOU event, a monthly

activity under the umbrella advocacy program

of Benchmark Consulting. 

The program was initially set only to happen on

April 23 but due to the overwhelming response,

another session was held on April 27. 

Coaching For You event is geared to offer free

coaching sessions to the target publics of the

Benchmark Coaching Advocacy with the purpose

of making individuals and organizations

#ExperienceCoaching.  

 

COACHING FOR YOU
A BENCHMARK COACHING ADVOCACY PROJECT
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"Very beautiful experience. The coaching session
was able to bring me back to my purpose and zoom

in to actions I need to take. It has pushed me to
move forward. I am very thankful."

"It made me think, and rethink, and have a new
perspective on things. Now I'm thinking it might be

better if a group and/or team coaching in 
addition to 1:1 coaching be beneficial 

to our team. Thank you so much!"

"Very helpful and enlightening. 
What I realized was the importance 

of communication with my team
members, and the need to be more

concrete with my plans."



Over the past few years, we have seen growth in

the coaching industry. More and more

organizations and individuals give value to the

transformational benefits that coaching provides

such as creating positive changes in individuals

and teams and also the achievement of personal

and professional goals.

Coaching has become even more relevant at this

time of the pandemic. Many, if not all, of us were

not ready to face the challenges of the new

normal and we needed to imbibe new mindsets

and new behaviors to take control of our lives.

This is where coaching has helped. Through

coaching, many have found resilience in dealing

with adversity and uncovered new ways on how

to take action and adapt to the current situation. 

Coaching is focused on creating coachee’s

transformation in every coaching conversation.

Coaches facilitate the process that leads to the

discovery of new mindset, attitude, and action

that eventually leads to new behaviors that can

transform a person’s life.

There are two major distinctions of coaching:

corporate coaching and life coaching. Corporate

coaches engage in supporting organizations,

teams, and individuals in the achievement of their

professional and personal goals. Life coaches, on

the other hand, focus on individuals who are

looking for support on different aspects of their

lives to achieve their desired outcome.

There are many benefits when hiring a coach,

whether that be an executive/corporate coach or

a life coach. Ultimately, the end result is set by

the coachee because he/she is the content expert. 

The coach applies the art and science of coaching

Setting of better goals

Better management of life transition and

challenges

Improved life skills

Improved communication skills

Becoming more resilient

Increase in self-esteem

Increase in self-confidence

Optimized team dynamics

Improved work-life balance

Increased well-being

Improved work performance

 to achieve the coachee’s objective such as,

but not limited to, the following:

Whether you are looking for an

executive/corporate coach or a life coach,

make sure that they adhere to the highest

standards of coaching as set by the

International Coaching Federation (ICF),

the leading global organization dedicated

to advance the profession.

 

If you are dreaming to be a coach, check

out our coaching programs and be part of

the graduates of Benchmark Professional

Coaching Institute. Our ICF-Approved

ACSTH coaching course has produced

over 500 ICF-credentialed coaches and

professional coaches from around the

world, many of whom are now successful

practicing external executive and

leadership coaches, internal coaches, and

life coaches. Experience coaching and

transform your life today. Visit the course

curriculum at bit.ly/benchmarkcoach or

send us an email at info@benchmark-

consulting.net 

HOW COACHING CAN TRANSFORM YOUR LIFE
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https://benchmark-consulting.net/accelerated-coach-training-program-online


Val is an International Coach Federation (ICF)
certified coach and a Gallup-Certified
Strengths Coach. He is the co-founder of the
CliftonStrengths Philippines' Network, a
community that hosts monthly strengths
related meetups for the public. He is currently
graduating in his Master's degree in
Organizational Psychology at the Ateneo de
Manila University.
 
Coach Val has over 6 years and more than
500 hours of one-on-one coaching with

leaders, managers, and executives from the
top organizations in the country, across
various industries. He regularly conducts talks,
workshops, team coaching sessions and
consulting work around strategic leadership
development and the use of coaching to
make more meaningful, developmental

conversations in the workplace setting.

Mia is a seasoned HR professional with over 
15 years of experience in all areas of human

resources. She leads the Succession
Management, Learning and Development,
Leadership and Performance Management

functions for a large conglomerate spanning 6
industries, 27 companies and over 37,000 team
members. 
 
Mia is also a Professional Coach under the
standards of the ICF (International Coach
Federation) specializing in career and life
coaching, a Franklin Covey and DDI- accredited
corporate training facilitator, and a published
writer. 
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VAL BAGUIOS III, ACC

MIA ZAMORA

Co-Founder of CliftonStrengths Philippines' Network

LET'S CONNECT! fb.com/benchmarkconsultingphilippines @benchmarkconsulting

BENCHMARK PROFESSIONAL COACHING GRADUATES
We take pride in featuring our coaching alumni who embody Benchmark's mission of

making coaching accessible to everyone, whether this may be in their own organizations or

transforming companies, teams, and individuals through their services. Kudos! 

Professional Coach, HR Executive  & Corporate Trainer


